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Abstract

This aide m�emoire summarizes the joint e�ort of the SOI�MDI
and VIRGO team for discovering g modes� The data sets and their
reduction are described� The di�erent technique used for detecting g
modes are described� A list of g� and p�mode frequencies are given for
� di�erent models�

� Introduction

Obviously the goal of the workshop was to detect the g modes� But as
mentionned by D�O�Gough� �It is super�cially unfortunate that we discovered
no g modes� On the brighter side� on which I always prefer to be� it shows that
we have before us a greater challenge which will yield � � greater satisfaction
when we overcome it��� � � �� We are all now much more prepared to continue
the search��

From now on this will be the motto of the g�mode group�

� Data utilized

��� SOI�MDI velocity

The conversion from level � to level � data is explained in MDI�SOI Data
Flow �Ver ���	
 �	 Feb ���� This is repeated here as a basis for the up�to�
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date conversion �Phil that is for you��� Level � processing takes the level
� product and

� performs calibration corrections


� removes instrumental eects �Michelson temperature� � � �


� corrects for the �at �eld


� applies look�up table corrections

� and converts the DN to calibrated engineering data�

If di�erent �at �eld� calibration or DN convertion corrections are

used� please Phil specify�

The level ��	 are derived from level � by�

� making data evenly spaced


� sub�sampling the data


� grouping the input data series


� gathering information from ancillary databases


� allowing multiple variables�

MDI dataset is the level���	 LOI velocity proxy ���� pixels� from � May
���� to �� April ����� Data with bad quality �ag are put to �� They are
corrected from the sattelite velocity and the oset due to tuning of the MDI�
Then they are detrended using a third order polynomial this separately for
each piece of signal in�between two changes of oset� An �l� m� spherical
harmonic mask with B � � is applied to the data the resulting timeseries is
high�pass �ltered using a box�car smooth with a ��day width� Data are then
Fourier transformed�
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��� SOI�MDI intensity

The level���	 LOI intensity proxy ���� pixels� was converted to a ���pixel LOI
proxy taking into account the number of CCD pixels in each sub pixel� Each
pixel is then detrended using a ��day triangle smoother� The relative varia�
tions are then computed and spikes larger than ��� sigma are removed� The
�� pixels are combined using the routines developped for the VIRGO�LOI�
Time�independent spherical harmonics �lters are applied to the �� pixels to
derive the signals for l � � to �� The resulting spectra are heavily polluted
by harmonics of �� minutes and of �� �Hz� We found that the most e�cient
way to remove these spurious peaks was to subtract temporally the mean
over the �� pixels� This is of course at the expense of reducing the sensitivity
of the SOI�MDI intensity signal to very low degree modes for which l�m is
even� The time series used starts on �� May ���� and ends on �� September
�����

��� VIRGO�SPM

The SPM data are based on the level � time series from �� March ����
�MD���� until �� September ���� �MD����� A running mean detrending of
triangular shape and base width of two days was applied before computing
the Fourier transform�

��� VIRGO�PMO�

The PMO� data are based on the level � time series from �� March ����
�MD���� until �� September ���� �MD����� A running mean detrending of
triangular shape and base width of two days was applied before computing
the Fourier transform�

��� VIRGO�LOI

The LOI data are the level � data as reduced per VIR�SSD�GSE�L����
 �Ver
���
 May ����� from the level � data� It is available from the VIRGO home
page� The LOI data are reduced in the same way as the SOI�MDI data
except that there is no need to remove the ���pixel average� The time series
starts on �� March ���� and ends on �� September �����
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Figure �� The central peak is an l � �
 n � �� The � peaks on either side
are l � �
 n � �� ��

� Detection techniques

��� Collapsogramme

This is a very simple technique� It is based on the fact if the g modes exist
they should be splitted by rotation� To enhance the presence of the modes
that could be hidden in the noise
 we decided to add the �l�� power spectra
�available from resolved instruments� after having shifted in frequency each
of them by m�
 where m is the aziumuthal order and � is the rotational
splitting� The technique can of course be used for dierent ��

Any technique for detecting g modes should allow us to detect similarly
low frequency p modes with very long lifetime� The technique used here has
been applied succesfully to the SOI�MDI velocity data �Fig � to ���

��� Bo�you�name�it technique
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Figure �� The central peak is an l � �
 n � ��

Figure �� The peak close to ���� �Hz is an l � �
 n � �
 and at �	�� �Hz
an l � �
 n � �� The peak close to ���� �Hz is an l � 	
 n � �
 and close to
���� �Hz is an l � 	
 n � ��
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Figure 	� The peak close to ���� �Hz is an l � 	
 n � �
 and close to ����
�Hz is an l � 	
 n � ��

Figure �� The peak close to ���� �Hz is an l � �
 n � �
 and at �	�� �Hz
an l � �
 n � ��
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Figure �� The peak close to ���� �Hz is an l � �
 n � �
 and at �	�� �Hz
an l � �
 n � ��

��� Noise reduction techniques

We attempted to reduce instrumental noise by combining the Fourier spectra
of the three SPM channels and the PMO�� We hoped that the summed
spectra would have less noise because of the random phases which would
cancel each other� The result was negative in the sense that the noise of
the dierent channels and instruments did not cancel but turned out to be
coherent� We therefore believe that the noise in the SPM and PMO� spectra
is mainly of solar origin�

Another attempt to reduce noise �instrumental or solar� was the following�
We divided the time series into halfway overlapping parts of ������� days
length� We calculated the power spectra of these parts and avereraged them�
Then two dierent methods to detect doublets were applied� The �rst was
simply autocorrelation of the g modes range of the averaged spectrum�

The second method was very similar to the autocorrelation but without
summing over the product of the original and the shifted spectra� The result
is a sort of �frequency dependent� autocorrelation coe�cient� The advantage
of this method is that it returns high autocorrelation coe�cients even if there
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are only very few �or even one single� doublets� The results of both of these
methods were negative�

� Multivariate analysis

��� Parameters of Multivariate Spectral Regression Anal�
ysis

The multivariate regression analysis is trying to explain the dependent com�
ponents
 a q�dimensional vector Y�t�� by �ltered independent components

a p�dimensional vector X�t�� Thus the following equation has to be solved

similar to the linear regression analysis

Y�t� � L�X�t�� � ��t� ���

where L is a multivariate linear �lter with unknown �q�p��dimensional trans�
fer function B��� and ��t� an unobservable q�dimensional process uncorre�
lated with X�t�� The extent of the deviation of Y�t� from a linear function of
X�t� is measured by the unknown spectral density matrix f����� This matrix
and the transfer function B���� which indicates how the linear dependence
is parcelled out to the various input and output series
 are the principle
parameters of interest� They are determined by minimizing

E�Xj�t�� Yj�t��
�� ���

From this the transfer function of L and the spectral density function of ��t�
can be calculated according to

B��� � fY�X���fX�X����� ���

and
f���� � fY�Y ���� fY�X���fX�X�����fX�Y ���� �	�

where fX�X��� and fX�Y ��� are the power and cross spectra respectively as
�q � q�� �p � p�
 �q � p�� or �p � q� matrices for Y� Y 
 X�X 
 Y�X or X� Y
combinations

fX�Y ���d� � E�ZX�d��ZY �d���� ���
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where ZX�d�� being the complex Fourier amplitude of the q�dimensional
vector process X�t�� The noise spectrum can be rewritten as

f���� � fY�Y ���
�

�

�
I� fY�Y ����

�

� fY�X���fX�X�����fX�Y ���fY�Y ����
�

�

�
fY�Y ���

�

�

���
which de�nes the coherence naturally as the fraction of fY�Y ��� or fY�Y ���
for the case of p � �� The coherence of Y�t� with X�t�� ����
 a �q� q� matrix
���� times the sum of the Eigenvalues of ����� corresponds to the percentage
of power explained by X�t� inY�t�� can be calculated from the �p�q� matrix
complex coherence

���� � fX�X����
�

� fX�Y ���fY�Y ����
�

� ���

where A�
�

� denotes the square root of the inverse of the Matrix A
 by

��Y�X��� � ��������� � fY�Y ����
�

� fY�X���fX�X�����fX�Y ���fY�Y ����
�

� � ���

When the Y�t� series is only ��dimensional �the case we are normally
dealing with�
 e�g� q � �
 expression ��� yields a scalar coherence of Y �t�
with X�t�

����� � fY�X���fX�X�����fX�Y ����fY�Y ���� ���

or the p�dimensional partial coherence vector of X�t� with Y �t�

����� � fX�X����
�

� fY�X���fX�Y ����fY�Y ���� ����

In order to get reliable estimates for the parameters they have to be smoothed�
only the boxcar smoothing over �m�� elements is taken into account in the
following�� So all cross and power spectra become

fZZ � ��m� ����
i��mX
i��m

fZ��j � i��� � f �Z��j � i���� ����

with fZ��j� the complex amplitude at frequency �j� for simplicity however
we will no lomger use the overbar
 but assume that all power� and cross�
specta used for the calculation of the multispectral parameters are smoothed
accordingly�

For the case of q � � an IDL routine has been written which calculates
the transfer function with Eq� ��� and the total �Eq� �� and partial �Eq� ��
coherence�
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Figure �� The top three panels show the eect of our noise reduction method
on the three SPM channels red
 green and blue� The original power spectra
are plotted in gray
 the residuals after noise reduction are plotted black� The
bottom panel shows the geometric mean of the three residuals �third root of
the product��
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��� Estimation of the Uncertainties

For the estimation of the uncertainties we restrict ourselves to the case of
only one timeseries Y� �that is p � �� For the uncertainty of the transfer
function it follows���Bj���� Bj���

���� � ���m� ��F�r����m���r������� ��� � fY Y � f��XjXj
����

with f��XjXj
being the diagonal elements of the inverse matrix f��XX and Fn�m���

the F �distribution with n�m degrees of freedoom at a ���� percent con�dence
level� This can also be separated into gain and phase uncertainties� with

uj �
�
���m� ��rF�r����m���r������� ��� � fY Y � f��XjXj

� �

� ����

the gain has a range of

jAjj � uj � jAjj � jAjj� uj ��	�

and the phase of

argAj � arcsin
uj
jAjj � argAj � argAj � arcsin

uj
jAjj � ����

It can be shown that tanh�� � is normally distributed
 thus the coherence
has the following uncertainty

tanh
�
tanh�� �� ��m� ���

�

� u
�
	

�

��
� � � tanh

�
tanh�� �� ��m� ���

�

� u
�
	

�

��
����

with u�	��� the upper 	�� cuto for the normal distribution
 thus giv�
ing the ����� � 	� percent con�dence level of tanh�� �� The inverse hy�
perbolic tangent can be calculated by �from the de�nition of tanh�x� �
�ex � e�x���ex � e�x��

tanh�� � �
�

�
ln

�
� � �

�� �

�
����
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��� Results of Multivariate Regression Analysis of the
SPM

Noise in SPM channels are very well correlated if by chance g�modes have a
dierent correlation it is possible to enhanced their signature using a multi�
variate analysis�

In our example we set the time series Y �t� � red�t� andX�t� � �green�t�� blue�t��
in Eq�� and calculate the resulting transfer functions Bgreen and Bblue of the
corresponding fourier spectra red���
 green��� and blue���� Then the linear
combination Bgreen � green��� � Bblue � blue��� is an estimation of red����
The dierence betweenBgreen�green����Bblue� blue��� and red��� is then
our noise reduced spectrum of the red channel� We repeated this procedure
with cyclic exchanged channels� The result of the product of the three noise
reduced cannels is shown in Fig� � together with the original and the reduced
spectra for each channel�

This method allows to reduce the noise level by a factor about ��� both
in g�mode and p�mode frequency range� Unfortunately for p�modes at least
the correlation for modes is close to that of noise avoiding any improvement
in the signal�noise ratio� Nevertheless it could be possible with this method
to enhance the l�� modes against l�� or vice versa using the fact that limb
darkening applies a dierent weight to these modes� It is therefore possible
to produce a spectrum without l�� and without l�� modes� This is very
useful for �tting modes especially at high frequency where the l�� and l��
overlap�

� Appendix A� Kolmogorov�Smirnov test

��� What is Kolmogorov�Smirnov test	

The Kolmogorov�Smirnov �K�S� test is widely used to test the signi�cance of
dierences between distributions of random variables� The essence of the test
is in the so�called Kolmogorov�Smirnov statistics D
 which is de�ned
 for a
given set of �observation� x�� x�� � � � � xN 
 as the maximum dierence between
the two cumulative distribution functions �cdf��

D � max
i
jF �xi�� S�xi�j �
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where
 in the case that is relevant to us
 F �xi� is the �observed� cdf evaluated
at a data point xi and S�xi� is the �theoretical� or �reference� cdf �against
which F �x� is tested� evaluated at the same xi� If the observations have
been sorted in ascending order
 then

F �xi� � i�N �

Then one calculates the probability of observing D equal to
 or greater than

the observed value when the true cdf is S�x� i�e�
 the likelihood of S�x� being
the true cdf given the observation� For large sample size N 
 this probability is
approximately QKS�

p
ND�
 where the function QKS is given by the formula

QKS��� � �
�X
j��

����je����j�

�see
 e�g�� Nonparametric Statistical Methods
 Hollander � Wolfe ����
 Wi�
ley � Sons�
 which clearly is very slowly converging for small �
 and in
fact diverges for � � �� However
 with decreasing �
 QKS��� approaches
unity much quicker than the formula becomes a nuisance� For any precision
that is of practical use
 one needs to use the formula only in the range
 say

��� � � � �
 below which and above which we can set QKS��� to be unity
and zero respectively� Indeed
 this is what is done in the IDL routine TS has
provided�

��� The possible relevance of the K�S test to the g�
mode search

Generally speaking
 the K�S test can be used to test if there is anything in the
stochastic signal that deviates from what we expect statistically� In principle

it can be used to test whether
 say
 power spectrum in certain frequency range
can be explained by known sources of �solar and instrumental� noise� If it
is not
 then there is something not understood
 which may or may not be
g modes� However it should be noted that
 even if we somehow know that
g�mode signal is there
 actually to �nd peaks that are of g�mode origin is
entirely a dierent story�

One of the strategy adopted for the g�mode search was to look at cross
spectra between LOI and MDI


Fcross�
� � FLOI�
�F
�

MDI�
� �
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If the two Fourier spectra are statistically totally dependent
 then this quan�
tity is of no interest� The K�S test can also be used to test their independence�

��� What was done before � Nov

DOG and TS wrote down an IDL routine to compute the cdf of product
of two independent standard gaussians� First
 the probability distribution
function �pdf� was calculated
 which was found �by DOG� to be related to
a modi�ed Bessel function but still had to be evaluated numerically� The
pdf was then numerically integrated to obtain cdf� Since the K�S test of
the datasets would require evaluation of cdf at a huge number of points
 it
was decided that the result be tabulated so that the cdf can be evaluated by
interpolation �inside IDL�� TS also wrote down IDL routines for K�S test for
general case
 so that various datasets can be tested against various cdfs�

��� What was done during �
� Nov

ThA and TS looked at the LOI�MDI cross spectra for various sets of �l� m��
The �rst thing ThA noticed was that for l � �
 m � �
 the statistics of the
cross spectrum in p�mode range �but away from peaks� were not consistent
with that of products of two independent gaussians� How to interpret this
we do not know � had ThA checked if individual spectra were consistent
with gaussian statistics�

The results of the K�S test at g�mode range tended to be one of two
extremes
 the statistics of cross spectra at various range having been either
highly consistent �likelihood very high� or totally inconsistent �likelihood very
low� with the hypothesis of independent gaussians� One di�culty was in the
subtraction of the background� with varying background noise
 irrespective
of the presence of g modes
 for su�ciently wide range of frequencies the K�S
test is bound to reject the hypothesis of independent gaussians if one does
not do some detrending
 or one does not do detrending properly� So
 when
one gets very low likelihood for independent gaussians
 one does not know
if this is because holy grails are lurking or because detrending has not been
done properly�

Arti�cial data were also tested with disappointing results �or so we thought
at the time�� The data were created by adding peaks to arti�cially generated
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background noise
 and then the K�S test was applied to see if it would �de�
tect� the presence of peaks� It did so only when the S�N ratio is higher than
unity
 or when the number density of peaks are high� This was partly due to
the fact that g�mode peaks did not occupy too many frequency bins
 because
it was �probably correctly� assumed that the g�mode peaks were very sharp�
The case where g�mode peaks occupy more than one bin was not tested
 but
provided that the peak heights are maintained �that is to say the total power
in peaks are increased�
 it would certainly make the �detection� easier�

The cross spectrum between whole disk measurements �one of them might
be a proxy�
 where the number density of g�mode peaks would be high
 was
not tested� Perhaps one should try this� Also
 the low frequency p�mode
range was not tested with this method�

One aspect that was sometimes ignored
 in a way
 was the fact that the
cross spectrum is a complex quantity� The IDL routine ThA had setup
�accommodating TS�s K�S routines� carried out tests for the products of
real�imaginary part of one spectrum and real�imaginary part of the other
�there are four combinations�
 which should be combined to yield the statis�
tics for cross spectrum but sometimes we did not bother�

To summarize
 the picture is not exceedingly rosy but there is a feeling
that this was just the beginning and we did not do things quite properly�
One has to bear in mind that a test is a test and nothing more
 but we may
eventually bene�t from trying a bit harder along this line�

� Appendix B� Mode frequencies
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Table �� Mode frequency for Nice model �S���I�		���� l � �� �
l mode type�n Frequency �in �Hz� Splitting �in nHz�
� p� ������
� p� 	�����
� p� ������
� p	 ������
� p� ������
� p� ������
� p� �������
� p� �����		
� p� �	�����
� p�� ��	��		
� p�� �������
� p�� �������
� p�� �����	�
� g� ������ ����
� g	 ������ ����
� g� ������ ����
� g� ������ ����
� g� ������ �	��
� p� ��	��� ����
� p� 		���� 	���
� p� �����	 	���
� p	 �	���� 	���
� p� ������ 	���
� p� �����	� 	���
� p� ������� 	���
� p� ������� 	���
� p� �	����� 	���
� p�� ������� 	���
� p�� ��	��	� 	���
� p�� ������� 	���
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Table �� Mode frequency for Nice model �S���I�		���� l � �

l mode type�n Frequency �in �Hz� Splitting �in nHz�
� g�� ������ ����
� g� ������ ����
� g� ������ ����
� g� ������ ����
� g� �	���� ����
� g� ������ ��	�
� g	 ������ �	��
� g� ������ �	��
� g� �����	 ����
� g� ������ 	���
� f �����	 ����
� p� ����		 �	��
� p� ��	��� ����
� p� ��	��	 	���
� p	 ������ 	���
� p� ������ 	���
� p� ������� 	���
� p� ������� 	���
� p� ���	��� 	���
� p� ������� 	���
� p�� ���	��� 	���
� p�� ������� 	�	�
� p�� ��	���� 	�	�
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� g�� ������ 	���
� g�� ��	��� 	���
� g� �	���� 	���
� g� ������ 	���
� g� ������ 	���
� g� ����	� ����
� g� ��	��� ����
� g	 ������ ����
� g� ������ ����
� g� ������ 	���
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� p� ��	��� 	���
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� p� ������� 	���
� p� ������� 	���
� p� ������� 	���
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Table 	� Mode frequency for Nice model �S���I�		���� l � 	

l mode type�n Frequency �in �Hz� Splitting �in nHz�
	 g�� �����	 	�	�
	 g�� ������ 	�	�
	 g�� �����	 	�	�
	 g�� ������ 	�	�
	 g�	 ������ 	�	�
	 g�� ��	��	 	���
	 g�� �	���� 	���
	 g�� ������ 	���
	 g�� ��	��� 	���
	 g� ������ 	���
	 g� ������ 	���
	 g� ������ 	���
	 g� ������ 	���
	 g� �	���� ����
	 g	 ������ ����
	 g� ������ 	���
	 g� ��	��� 	�	�
	 g� ��	��	 	���
	 f 	����� 	���
	 p� 		���	 ����
	 p� ������ 	�	�
	 p� ������ 	���
	 p	 ������ 	���
	 p� ������� 	���
	 p� ������� 	���
	 p� ������� 	�	�
	 p� �����	� 	���
	 p� ��	���� 	���
	 p�� ������� 	���
	 p�� ���	��� 	���
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